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SGA Executive platforms released
Featured below are some of the highlights from the Executive platforms.
To view the full platforms, visit xaviernewswire.com

JBC

VMR

Food options

During many breaks, the Hoff Dining
Commons are not open, and meals aren’t really accessible to students who stay on campus. Many students do not have the means to
eat off campus every meal and sometimes do
not know when their next meal will be. JBC
has discussed with the Hoff Dining Commons
coming up with a program where students can
use meal swipes that will get them pre-made/
frozen meals over breaks in order to provide
food security for all our students.

Continuing It’s On X

We will continue developing “It’s On X.”
We will do this by co-sponsoring events with
Brave, XSASA, SWAG and Alliance that educate Xavier students on sexual assault. After
talking to many students and staff, we also
want to eliminate the stereotype of victim
blaming and shift the narrative to uplifting
and empathizing with anyone who has been
affected by sexual assault.

Community outreach

We want to develop a “Town-Gown” committee that will meet every month in order
to discuss relations between students and
residents of the community. This would consist of XUPD and Norwood PD, Evanston
Community Council, Norwood City Council,
North Avondale Neighborhood association, as
well as SGA members and administration.

Improved safety measures

VMR is striving to solve the problems within
these given areas: blue lights, meeting with XUPD
Officers, collaboration with Norwood Police, XU
alerts.

Furthering of It’s on X

VMR will educate the campus on new changes
to the Title IX legislation and resources the university has and all the ways our Xavier family can
support those who have experienced it.

Diversity & inclusion

VMR plans to foster collaboration among organizations, implement 2-3 all-gender restrooms in
every building and provide education for students
on correct pronoun usage.

Mental health & wellness

VMR plans to implement the Triage Appointment system more effectively and promote and reinforce the knowledge that health services are free
for students.

Handicap accessibility

Money for this future project shouldn’t come out
of SGA’s budget but from the budget of the university, which should pay for handicap students to
feel more included.

Restructuring/Connecting GOA,
First Year Seminar and Manresa,
CORE

ASR
SGA presence

ASR plans to increase SGA presence on campus
by adding a Greek Week for Greek organizations,
emphasize transparency, encourage the Student
Organization Committee to attend club meetings
and implement “Free Food Friday,” in which SGA
will partner with other clubs to provide another
food option for students monthly.

Active shooter training

ASR plans to implement an active shooter simulation with counselors and first responders nearby
for those who might be traumatized. In addition, a
video will be created featuring students that educates on what to do in an active shooter situation.

Condoms, birth control and
feminine hygiene products

ASR will restart the discussion surrounding
condoms, birth control and feminine hygiene
products on campus as well as the possibilities of
these three things being offered on campus just
like they are on other campuses.

Dreamers

ASR would like to create a scholarship fund
created from donations for DACA students to use
in any way they need since they cannot apply for
FAFSA. Additionally, the creation of DREAMers’
Day, an event where students can write letters and
make phone calls to their representatives, will be
implemented to support DACA students.

VMR will look at the classes that are offered,
implement real issues and discussions during Manresa and make sure that GOA and FYS prepare students for life after Xavier.

Upcoming SGA Election events to watch out for
The Executive Election begins at 8 a.m. Oct. 25 and ends at 4 p.m. Oct. 26
Today, Wednesday, Oct. 18 Sunday, Oct. 22
International Coffee Hour
with the Candidates

3:30-4:30 p.m.
2nd floor of GSC

Late Night Snack
with the Candidates

9 p.m.
GSC Atrium

Residence Hall Canvassing
3-6 p.m.
All on-campus residences

Monday, Oct. 23
Executive Tickets Debate

6 p.m. in the Caf
*SGA will cover the cost of attendance for the
first 100 arrivals without a meal plan.
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Xavier’s School of
Arts and Innovation
marched in BLINK this
weekend

A call for hope for ourselves and others after
the tragedy in Las
Vegas

The men’s and women’s
swim teams started off
strong at Indiana State
meet

Not sure what to do
with your parents this
weekend? We’ve got
some ideas
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Xavier’s SAI marches in BLINK Cincinnati parade

Photo courtesy of Gabby Sapata

Xavier’s School of Arts and Innovation (SAI) marched in the BLINK parade over the weekend. Students danced through the streets holding illuminated umbrellas and glowing paper clouds.

BY KATIE NICHOLS
Guest Writer
The sky was dark, but the
city of Cincinnati was alive
with light this weekend as
BLINK kicked off with a
downtown parade. At the tail
end of the performance was
Xavier’s School of Arts and
Innovation (SAI) carrying
illuminated umbrellas and
glowing paper clouds. SAI
students danced while they
walked, their faces lit with
the same glow as the lights
around them.
In its first year, BLINK illuminated buildings all across
the city through projection
mapping on murals, the Architect’s Dome in Washington Park and interactive art

installations. SAI ran a light
painting booth on Main Street
where people could pose for
photos and have backgrounds
painted or drawn with light
using a long exposure on a
camera.
BLINK was a free event
for the public funded by local
philanthropic organizations
like the Carol Ann and Ralph
V. Haile Jr. Foundation. Set
across 20 blocks downtown,
BLINK offered light exhibits
ranging from murals to neon
fog. BLINK launched with
a parade last Thursday and
involved a variety of organizations, including Xavier’s
SAI.
SAI was tasked with the
role of representing Xavier

at BLINK, and they chose to
do so with a rainstorm theme.
Participants in the front carried umbrellas displaying a
slideshow of graphics advertising Xavier University
and SAI. Behind them, other
members carried umbrellas
and clouds marched along and
interacted with the crowd.
SAI’s props showcased the
purpose of BLINK: to illuminate. The clouds were made
by wrapping LED light wires
around the frame of a paper
lantern. Stuffed animal filling
was hot-glued to the outside
of the lantern, resulting in a
cloud-like appearance.
The umbrellas were formed
using standard umbrellas and
LED lights. Handles were re-

moved from wooden umbrella
poles and a hole was drilled in
the top of the pole. The umbrella posts were spray painted black to blend in with the
nighttime setting. Umbrella
tops were placed inside the
holes and lights were installed
using electrical tape.
Though their obvious role
was to represent Xavier, firstyear Andie Parady felt SAI
had a larger purpose in being
in the parade. Xavier is known
for its athletics reputation,
but Parady said events like
BLINK show the university
puts value in other initiatives
and also has “a cool SAI program.”
Parady appreciates the opportunity to show the diver-

sity of activities offered at
Xavier.
Other Xavier students who
participated with SAI also enjoyed the event.
“It was fun getting to see
everyone excited and enjoying themselves, especially
the kids, who reached out
into the parade to get closer,”
first-year James Reyes-Gomez said.
First-year Emma Malinoski agreed. “It was successful
because everyone who was
watching seemed entertained
when we walked by, and they
all had fun,” Malinoski said.
Sophomore Daniel Zalla
appreciated the experience of
representing Xavier to the local Cincinnati area.

YouTuber Franchesca Ramsey speaks on campus
Ramsey discusses social media, social justice and how to be an ally to others

Photo courtesy of gomag.com

Comedian, YouTuber and acitivist Franchesca Ramsey spoke on campus about social media and social justice.
to Black Girls” went viral, comedic lens.
BY CAROLINE PURYEAR

Guest Writer

YouTuber and activist
Franchesca Ramsey visited Xavier yesterday to talk
about the importance of social media in the fight for social justice. Ramsey, known
as Chescaleigh on YouTube,
gained popularity after a
video she uploaded entitled “Sh*t White Girls Say

amassing more than 12 million views.
Since her rise to digital fame, Franchesca has
been featured on programs
such as MSNBC, Anderson
Cooper, and ABC. She now
serves as host for MTV’s
webseries Decoded, in which
she discusses issues such as
race and sexism through a

Standing adjacent to a Power Point slide that read “Social Media for Social Change:
Your Powerful Online Voice”,
Ramsey greeted the crowded
banquet room with a bubbly
smile.
“I like to start with a story.”
Ramsey said.
She then switched to an
illustration of a cartoon cat-

erpillar and snail. The story, a metaphor for privilege,
told of a snail whose shell
became caught under a fence
on the way to a party and
ended with how her friend,
the caterpillar, had to accept
that she could not get across
as easily.
The evening progressed
as Ramsey discussed her own
background, a native of West
Palm Beach, Fl., Ramsey began her YouTube career as a
way to document her natural
hair journey after realizing
that many of the online forums for dreadlock wearers
were dominated by White
people.
She attributed the inspiration for her viral hit “Sh*t
White Girls Say to Black
Girls” to the popularity of a
similar video in which a man
poked fun at childish behaviors stereotypically associated
with women.
Heavily incorporating current news topics, Ramsey
spent most of her talk focusing on how social media plays
an important role in social issues.
She encouraged audience
members to speak out on social media, mentioning how

following count does not matter as long as the message is
important. Ramsey also explained how media and speaking out do not necessarily go
hand and hand and how the
“word by mouth” method is
still essential for messages to
be heard and for action to take
place.
“She talked about how you
don’t have to always make the
most important or the grandest gesture,” first-year Alex
Ackerman said.
“Every step that you take
is important, either as an ally
or an activist, especially as
a college student where opportunities aren’t necessarily always the easiest to have
access to. Sometimes making
opportunities for yourself
and also enhancing the voices of other people are just as
important.”
Ramsey wrapped up the
evening by presenting a list of
goals everyone should strive
for in order to educate and understand others’ realities and
struggles. She then opened
up the floor for questions, encouraging anyone interested
in delving deeper into the subjects discussed to contact her
through Twitter.
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E/RS talk discusses implicit biases
Dr. Brownstein focuses on microbiases, unconscious beliefs and prejudices

BY GRAYSON WALKER
Guest Writer
The E/RS talk “The Habitat Stance: Cultivating Ethical Implicit Attitudes” last
Wednesday was headed by Dr.
Michael Brownstein, assistant Professor of Philosophy
at CUNY/John Jay College
of Criminal Justice. Brownstein’s research focuses on the
relationship among one’s unconsciously held beliefs, stereotypes and assumptions and
one’s behavior.
Brownstein began the
talk on this leg: He showed
that although we often pride
ourselves on being tolerant,
we often unknowingly fall
back on unjustified assumptions and hasty generalizations that make people into
caricatures. To illustrate
this, he talked about our
natural ability to distinguish fake smiles from real
ones. Our spontaneous reaction is usually the correct
one: We can tell forced from
genuine happiness. This is
one example of a “virtue”
of spontaneity.
However, he then followed
this with an arrangement
of pictures featuring older,
White men clad with beards
and balding heads, then, with
one of women, minorities and
other people with hair still on
their head. Who were philosophers, and who weren’t? Our
immediate reaction are the
first. But the reality was that
all were philosophers.
Although there are virtues
in spontaneous associations
(for an example, a talented
musician improvising for a
solo), there are just as many
vices: A person succumbing
to alcoholism impulsively giv-

Photo courtesy of questionbridge.com

An E/RS talk last week focused on the relationship among one’s unconsciously held beliefs, stereotypes and assumptions affecting behavior. The
talk was lead by Dr. Michael Brownstein. The talk also discussed implicit biases that people can hold and how to combat and eradicate these biases.

ing way to temptations, “professing your love to someone
when stoned” and “giving
slightly better grades to male
students rather than female
ones.”
“Nike ethics,” as he called it,
is best encapsulated by Walter
Payton’s answer to how he is
able to play so well: “I just did
it.” Brownstein maintained
this is a bad way to go about
ethical behavior. He explained
that implicit biases negatively
affect not only police officers
in their disproportionate targeting of Black Americans
but all of us in various subtle
ways.
To demonstrate this, he
measured how the audience

associates “flower words”
and “insect words” with good
and bad words. The audience
would pat their left leg for
words like daffodil and benevolent and their right leg for
terms such as mosquito and
aggressiveness. We are biased to associate flowers with
goodness and insects with
badness. Easy, right? Not so
much when we mix it up: Tap
your left leg for the words
rose and horror, and tap your
left upon hearing stinkbug
and happiness, and you’ll find
it’s a lot harder.
The mix-up showed how
we are privy to preconceived
assumptions, even if we are
not aware of them. How you

think unconsciously effects
how you act in subtle ways.
Things like eye contact, tendency to interrupt, how open
you are, are all “microbiases.”
But the situation isn’t hopeless. Brownstein believes this
can be combatted through a
“habitat stance,” by making
concrete goals and sticking
to them. For those too stubborn to change their biases,
he urged them to see their
self-interests as faltered when
bias comes into play—perhaps you don’t make as much
money by generalizing X or Y
people.
First-year student Libby
Overfield felt that the talk was
helpful.

“The fact they talked about
how everyone has (implicit
biases) made it easier to confront my own and feel like it’s
something I can talk openly
about and work to change,”
Overfield said. “Definitely being aware of them can help
me strip them from my judgement and come to conversation and activities with people
without succumbing to prejudices.”
Other students, like Teresa
Simmons, were more skeptical: “Frankly, this was common sense. You really can’t
change our biases,” Simmons
said. “People from Texas are
the worst. I can’t change that
opinion.”

research staff member Connie Bonvell has worked with
the university to create a
way to preserve his memory.
Bonvell incorporated the
Jesuit value of reflection into
his groundskeeping. As a part
of the Center for Mission and
Identity’s “How I Live the
Mission” video series, Bonvell
expressed how creating areas
for students to reflect around
campus was a top priority for
him as a groundskeeper. Bonvell strived to make Xavier, in
his own words, “a campus in a
park.”
In the video interview,
Bonvell mentions a specific area, the water fountains
between Albers and Logan
Halls.
Thanks to a donation from
Joseph and Susan Pichler, the
university was able to create
a memorial garden in exactly
this spot.
Young and old, physical
plant staff and professors,
Jesuits and of course, Bella
the Beagle, gathered in the
garden for the dedication

ceremony. It was clear that
Bonvell was well-loved. Father Michael Graham, president, offered a dedication
speech focused on the sense
of serenity that the memorial garden is intended to instill.
The area is designed to inspire remembrance of those
that have gone before us,
particularly Xavier staff and
alumni. You can find a bowl
by the water fountain filled
with smooth black rocks and
inscribed with the word “REMEMBER.”
Following a Jewish tradition, all are encouraged to
take a rock from the bowl and
add it to the pile surrounding
the water fountain to commemorate someone you have
lost.
On the next beautiful day,
take a chance to go and study
in the memorial garden. And
in the memory of Walt Bonvell, don’t forget to reflect
and be thankful for someone
who has left this world before
you.

Memorial garden on campus receives dedication

Photo courtesy of twitter.com/tweetignatian

The new memorial garden between Albers Hall and Logan Hall was dedicated this week. Monday celebrated the
memorial’s dedication to Walter ‘Walt’ Bonvell, a grounds foreman and horticulturalist at Xavier 31 years ago.

BY HEATHER GAST
Guest Writer

The newly renovated green
space behind Alter Hall has
become a fast favorite of students since its completion early in the semester. This gar-

den is more than a quiet place
to study.
On Monday, alumni, students and friends gathered
to celebrate the dedication
of the Walter Bonvell Memorial Garden. Walt Bon-

vell was the grounds foreman and horticulturalist at
Xavier for 29 years before he
passed away peacefully at the
age of 61 in 2015. Since his
passing, Bonvell’s wife and
current Xavier institutional
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Attempted airport bombing in NC
Media criticized for lack of coverage of the potential act of domestic terror

BY SAVIN MATTOZZI
Staff Writer

At 12:39 a.m. on Oct. 6,
security cameras at the Asheville Regional Airport captured Michael Christopher
Estes walking near the entrance to the baggage claim
area with a backpack and
leaving without it. At 6:30 the
next morning, a suspicious
package was reported at the
entrance to the baggage claim
area. After a bomb sniffing
dog was brought in, local police discovered that the bag
contained an improvised explosive device in a glass jar
packed with ammonium nitrate / fuel oil (AN/FO) and
nails.
Estes stated to authorities that he wanted to start
“a war on American soil” and
this was the beginning of that
war. Despite these remarks,
this incident has received relatively little national media
coverage. Some have criticized
the media’s response as hypocritical, claiming that if the
suspect was a person of color
or Muslim, the event would
have received more national
media coverage. The attempt
was brought to attention in
an article on The Intercept by
Shaun King on Oct. 11.
“I’m not surprised by the
lack of news coverage,” junior
Shazia Malik, a first generation Pakistani-American stu-

Photo courtesy of Twitter

A man attempted to start “a war on American soil” by leaving a homemade explosive device in an airport, but his plan was foiled as it was disarmed.
The attempted attack has received relatively little national media coverage, which some believe to be because the suspect is a white man.

dent, said. “If it was a Muslim
who committed the act, then
it would be receiving a lot of
news coverage and would be
identified as an act of terror.”
Malik explained that she
believes when White people
commit acts of violence such
as this one, there are discrepancies as to how they are labeled. She continued on to say

that they are rarely called terrorists or radicals, but rather
“mentally ill” and they are in
need of “mental help.”
In a document from the FBI
on Oct. 8, special agent James
Anderson asserted that there
is probable cause that Estes
is in violation of “attempted
malicious use of explosive
materials” and “unlawful pos-

session of explosive materials
in an airport.”
There have been no comments from the president,
who has been quick to call out
acts of terrorism.
After the London tube
bombing in September, the
president labeled the attacker
as a terrorist, tweeting “Another attack in London by a

loser terrorist” and “These are
sick and demented people who
were in the sights of Scotland
Yard. Must be proactive! (sic)”
“They’re just tying Muslims to terrorism,” Malik
said. “They are becoming
two words that are the same,
instead of saying, ‘Whoever
commits this one act should
be labeled a terrorist.’”

ined 424 patients from Vietnam, Mongolia, South Africa
and Ethiopia. Researchers
then compared the success
rates of the nine-month treatment regimen with those
of the WHO-recommended
20-24-month treatment method. The former resulted in
positive outcomes in about 78
percent of cases, compared to
almost 81 percent for the latter.
The findings of the study
suggest closeness in efficacy of both treatments, but
the IUATLD warned against
equating the two until the
study is complete.
Mackenzie Turner, a firstyear biology major, offered
her thoughts on the potential
progress to which this study
could lead.
“I think that it’s an incredible breakthrough and that the
researchers have potentially
created a pathway to discovering other medicines that cure
diseases more prominent today, because I think that they
are all interconnected,” Turner said.
Dr. David Gerberry, a professor in the mathematics department, agreed with Turner that the study could prove
groundbreaking.
“If this trial is successful, it
will be a huge step forward in
treating multidrug-resistant

tuberculosis,” Gerberry said.
“It is an incredibly difficult endeavor for this to be
accomplished in a short time
scale. Not only will this be important for people with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis
but also for wild-type tuberculosis patients, as the success
of the STREAM trials will
alleviate the fear of treating
drug-resistant tuberculosis.”
Gerberry also commented
on the potential for instability
in countries where resources
are lacking. This concern is
one shared by the IUATLD,
and one of the hopes of the
study is that by establishing
an effective nine-month treatment method, the burden on
patients and countries plagued
by tuberculosis will lessen.
“People could go on antibiotics, and something can
happen that breaks the supply
chain, causing people to go
off antibiotics and get a lot of
drug resistance as a result,”
Gerberry said. “So, it can be
used as an argument of not
treating TB in the first place.
But if there are viable, effective treatment protocols for
multidrug-use TB, then that’s
one less concern you have to
deal with.”
Currently, follow-up studies for Stage 1 are being conducted, and those results will
be released 2018.

New tuberculosis treatment may cut down time

Photo courtesy of Citizen News Service

Researchers have come up with a new type of treatment for drug-resistant tuberculosis that could shorten the
treatment period from around two years to only nine months, if it is as successful as it appears to be.

BY HYEHYUN HWANG &
ELLEN SIEFKE
Staff Writer & Managing
Editor

A nine-month treatment
for bacteria-resistant tuberculosis may prove equally effective as current treatments that
take up to two years, according to the results of the first
stage of a study presented at
the 48th Union Conference on
Lung Health this past week.
The study, formally known
as the Evaluation of a Stan-

dardised Treatment Regimen
of Anti-tuberculosis Drugs
for Patients with Multidrug-resistant Tuberculosis
(STREAM), attempts to replicate findings from a study
conducted by the Damien
Foundation, an organization
based in Bangladesh.
The Damien Foundation’s
study, which took place from
2005-2011, tested the ninemonth treatment method in
515 patients and achieved
an 87.9 percent success rate.

However, the World Health
Organization (WHO) raised
questions as to whether or
not the study followed certain guidelines and did not
adopt the findings at the time.
One of the main goals of the
STREAM study, then, was to
corroborate the results of the
Damien Foundation.
According to the International Union against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease
(IUATLD), the first phase of
the STREAM study exam-
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The family that began in captivity
After spending five years as prisoners in Pakistan, one family returns home

Photo courtesy of YouTube
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BY RYAN KAMBICH &
SYLVIA CHEMWENO
Copy Editors

After nearly five years in
captivity at the hands of the
Taliban-backed Haqqani network, a Canadian-American
family has arrived back home
in Ontario. Canadian citizen
Joshua Boyle and American citizen Caitlan Coleman,
along with their three surviving children, arrived at Toronto’s Pearson International
Airport on Oct. 13 following
their imprisonment.
The family was abducted
in 2012 while backpacking in

Afghanistan. They were held
for almost five years until
their rescue on Wednesday,
Oct. 11 by Pakistani troops
in the northwestern province
of Pakistan, near the Afghan
border.
Coleman was pregnant at
the time of her capture and
gave birth to the couple’s first
child while in captivity. She
went on to give birth to three
more children during their
imprisonment who are now
aged 4, 2 and “somewhere
around 6 months.”
Boyle confirmed that while
in captivity, their captors raped

   
Oct. 10, 11:19 a.m. – A
student observed jumping
onto air conditioning units
with roller blades was referred to the code of conduct process.
Oct. 13, 2:30 p.m. – A
student reported damage
to his or her car which was
parked in the R-2 Lot. The
damage had occurred within the past three days.
Oct. 16, 1:09 p.m. Xavier Police, Cincinnati
Fire and Physical Plant
responded to the Conaton
Learning Commons for a
fire alarm. Investigation revealed a smoke detector in
a 4th floor custodial closet
was set off for unknown
reasons. The system was
reset.
Oct. 16, 3:16 p.m. –
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a search in

Kuhlman Hall after a report
of a male subject between 40
and 50 years of age telling
RAs he was from the FBI and
looking for “bugs.” The area
was checked, but they were
unable to locate the subject.

  





I couldn’t decide
whether the roller blading one or
the FBI one was
better, so I chose
neither.

Coleman and killed their firstborn daughter. Nevertheless,
the couple was determined to
start their family despite their
imprisonment.
“We’re sitting as hostages with a lot of time on our
hands,” Boyle explained following his rescue. “We always
wanted as many (children) as
possible, and we didn’t want
to waste time. Cait’s in her
30s, the clock is ticking.”
The surviving children are
now in good health and discovering a world beyond prison.
“These are children who

three days ago didn’t know
what a toilet looks like. They
used a bucket. Three days
ago they did not know what a
light is or what a door is except that it is a metal thing
that is locked in their face to
make them a prisoner,” Boyle
said.
“And now they are seeing houses, they are seeing
food, they are seeing gifts, all
of this. They are doing very
well.”
The United States has long
asserted that the Pakistani
military is too lenient in their
fight against extremist groups

such as the Haqqani Network,
allowing abductions such as
these to run rampant with
little resistance. A spokesman
for Pakistan’s Foreign Ministry claimed the rescue was
premised on intelligence provided to them by the United
States, and therefore demonstrates their willingness to
fight terrorist networks.
“We hold a very specific
type of authority over the region because of our intentions
with resources and military
might and in viewing the region as something that needs
to be controlled,” explained
Kaitlyn Clyne, a junior political science and English double
major.
“I think the United States
overreaches in these kinds of
matters, and we have a very
specific set of demands for
countries that we don’t give
resources to, that we don’t
give assistance to, and we demand they take action against
their citizens in ways that we
can understand and would not
reciprocate in terms of our
own citizens.”
Clyne was quick to offer an
alternate perspective as well,
“Another common view is
that the United States does
give adequate resources to
these countries, so it’s kind of
fair play, it’s justified in asking
for assistance in fighting terrorists in this area.”
However, she concluded,
“Personally, I would say the
United States demands too
much because we would never
do the same if another country asked us to extradite a citizen (for example).”

Week in review

What you may have missed

 A Michigan woman traded a limited edition one
ounce packet of McDonald’s Szechuan sauce for
a 2004 Volkswagon GTI.
The sauce was part of a
limited release after being featured in an episode
of Adult Swim’s hit show,
Rick and Morty (Oct. 11).
 After a unanimous vote
from the board of directors, girls will be allowed
to join the Boy Scouts of
America as Cub Scouts,
starting next year. In
2019, a program for older girls will be available,
giving them the chance
to become Eagle Scouts
(Oct. 11).
 Only two Adelie penguin
chicks have survived the
breeding season for the
species. There are about
36,000 total Adelie penguins living in a colony
in the east Antarctic, and
this season is the second
bad season in the past five

years, after there were
zero surviving chicks in
2015 (Oct. 13).

 A Florida man received a
payment of $37,500 after
he was arrested in 2015
when police thought
that donut glaze on the
floorboard of his car was
crystal meth and roadside
drug tests gave false posi-

tive results (Oct. 15).

 A British man ran away
from his wife of three
years and lived in the
woods for ten years after
being “fed up with her because we used to get (in)
so many arguments.” The
man has since returned
to living in an urban environment (Oct. 16).

Photo courtesy of McDonald’s
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A White girl’s guide to: White privilege

This installment of “A his mother’s connections as
White Girl’s Guide to Privi- how he managed to stay out
lege” explores my experience of trouble. Smith went on to
as a White person examining receive a Bachelor of Arts in
White privilege. I interviewed Journalism at Rutgers Unithe Director of the Center versity, a masters in Africana
for Diversity and Inclusion Studies at Cornell University
(CDI), Dr. Taj Smith, to ex- and a doctorate in Education
plore the Black perspective on at the University of MassaWhite privilege.
chusetts-Amherst.
According to a 2014 study
Is privilege wrong? Priviconducted by the Brookings lege is power inherited withInstitution as a Black man, out request and often without
Smith, would have had a three the individual being aware
percent chance
that they carry
of making it
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for White chil- Brittany Wells is a
“We all
first-year Montessori eddren).
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“What about ucation major and staff
and if we acwritier for the Newswire
the exceptions? from Cincinnati.
cept that, we
I am the excan move a lot
ception,” Smith
further…Privsaid. He cited his non-racial ileged people have a low soprivileges, such as a strong cial self-awareness of how
family support system and they relate to the world,”

Smith said. “Because their
value system is based on merit and individuality, it’s hard
to see themselves as part of
a group…Because of this,
White people struggle to see
the system and barriers that
get in the way for Blacks.
“Difference is not the issue…when difference turns
into negative treatment, bias,
racism, etc., that’s when it’s a
problem.”
Do White people have to
give up our privilege, or is
there a way for us to use our
privilege to help people of
color acquire that same privilege?
According to Smith, the
best thing for a White person
to do to impact the disintegration of racism, especially
when it is hidden or systematic, is to bring it into the
light: “Talk with other White
people about race, racism and
White privilege…it’s always
more powerful coming from
someone who looks like you…
what we’re dealing with was
not our creation, but we’re responsible for trying to fix it.”
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group together,
people “Black” or
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I joyfully anticipate the day
questioning
As a White person, it is
crucial that I first discover privilege becomes an aspect
what it means to be White and of White culture, as it already
then explore what it means has in some social circles.
“We as human beings make
to be Black. Before asking a
Black person what it is like to power what it is…what will
experience job discrimination, you do with it?” Smith said.
Further resources on the
fear of police brutality or to
have been forced to attend topic can be found at the CDI
poorly funded and forgotten in the Gallagher Student Censchool districts, I must first ter. Further reading on the
analyze my role in that system topic can be found in Allan
and become aware of my priv- G. Johnson’s novel Privilege,
ilege. Black people are forced Power, and Difference availto think about their lack of able online as well as in White
privilege almost constantly, Privilege: Unpacking the Invisibecause at any given moment ble Knapsack, by Peggy McInthey must combat systemic tosh. Additionally, ASA, BSA
and HOLA meetings welcome
expectations.
Many White people ask the respectful students of all ethquestion, “Why do all the Black nic backgrounds.

Me, too.
If you frequent Twitter or
Facebook you might have noticed friends and family posting statuses that simply say
“Me, too” this past week. Some
statuses are just those two,
currently powerful words,
while others might have added on a personal story.
In case you are unaware
of what this new social media trend is, let me explain. A
couple weeks ago a prominent
figure in Hollywood was exposed for sexually harassing
and assaulting actresses. On
Sunday an actress, Alyssa Milano, tweeted out, “Suggested
by a friend: If all the women
who have been sexually harassed or assaulted wrote ‘Me,
too’ as a status, we might give
people a sense of the magnitude of the problem.”
Following this tweet, “Me,
too” quickly became the number one trending hashtag on
Twitter. This social media
site was flooded with women
and men tweeting “Me, too.”
A couple hours later, this

impactful social media trend
bled over to Facebook, where
it also quickly became the top
trending topic on the site.
It wasn’t until Monday
night that I saw statuses all
over my timeline that simply
said “Me, too.” Along with
some of these status updates
people shared stories of times
they were sexually harassed,
while others shared sympathetic sentiments for their own
friends and family who were
“stepping forward” and speaking out about instances of sexual harassment and/or sexual
assault. Unaware of the social media trend at the time, I
quickly googled “me, too trend
on Facebook” and was taken
to an article briefly describing
what was happening.
Once I understood the gesture of changing your status to “Me, too,” I switched
back to Facebook to update
my status. As a survivor of
countless instances of sexual
harassment throughout my
short 21 years and one instance of sexual assault, this
movement brings about indescribable emotions for me.
I am currently in therapy

for PTSD from an incident
that occurred my freshman
year of college. I have been in
therapy for almost two years.
I never reported what happened to me because I was
unaware of what happened to
me until I underwent another
traumatic experience, a car
crash, almost a year later that
caused the suppressed trauma
to resurface. Accepting what
happened to me and working
through feeling comfortable
and safe with any form of
physical contact with others
was difficult, to say the least.
I’m not 100 percent better
and, I don’t think I ever will
be. That will always be a part
of my past – but that’s the
thing, it is a part of my past.
I no longer let that incident
control me or let him have any
sort of power over me. Yes, I
made the personal decision to
not officially report the assault to keep from having to
relive the trauma, but I did
seek help to recover from it.
If you know me
personally, I have probably
shared the details of this story with you at some point. I
openly talk about the trauma

not only as a coping mechanism, but also to allow people
to feel comfortable reaching
out to me if they have experienced something similar
in hopes of guiding them to
receive the professional help
they need. I don’t consider
myself brave for sharing my
story. I think it’s necessary to
bring awareness to this issue
and create a space where others feel comfortable enough
to break through the stigma
and report and seek help for
any instance of sexual harassment or assault.
Even though awareness of sexual assault is currently being discussed because of a social media trend,
let’s not allow this conversation to only be a trend, but
let’s transform it into a daily
conversation. Let’s join together to support one another and change the stigma and
culture of sexual harassment
and sexual assault. Let’s educate one another and prevent
this type of behavior from being a norm. Let’s fight to end
blaming victims and making
us scared of reporting harassment and assault.
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A call for hope during tragic times

My fellow Xavier brothers
and sisters:
The morale of America was impacted by a severe
tragedy in Las Vegas on Oct.
1. In light of the recent tragic event in Nevada, now more
than ever is the time for us
to unite in support of each
other. It is in times of great
loss and sorrow such as these
that we must remember our
humility, and in recognizing
that humility, we must remember our true being.
No matter our political, religious or moral beliefs, it is
imperative that we remember
what we all are – human. We
all feel emotions – sadness,
anger, hatred and curiosity,
and we all question “Why?”
Why must there be evil in
the world?
Why must there be hatred
and bitterness in a world that
some believe to be inherently
good?
If those questions can be
answered, I do not know. I do
know, however, that we must
currently take two important
actions: First, we are to accept that our world is imperfect and will have hatred and
sorrow. The sooner we realize this, the more quickly we
can change it. Secondly, and
most importantly, we must
divert our energy into counteracting the evil that exists

Photo courtesy of NBC News

Pictured above are the 58 victims of the Las Vegas shooting that occurred on Oct. 1.

ever it may be – just be kind.
For those of us who don’t
know, or think we don’t know,
anyone from Nevada, be nice.
Do not ever hesitate to be nice
to our fellow humans. If we
are to see a world improved
by kindness, we must make
the choice to be kind. Let us
all bring hope and shelter to
those who need it. Everyone is
in need of a friend, and a friend
can be found in everyone. We
may not be able to change the
past, but we can send ripples
through the future.
So, let us ease the wounds
of each other. Let us truly
act out what it means to be
a society for and with others,
and let us truly be “One for
All and All for One.” Show
how good of a person you are
through your actions, and do
not wait until tomorrow to
do so.

and push back with an even
stronger force of good.
If we are to act truly as
“One for All,” we must cast
off our masks of false care,
cast off our burdens of selfishness and instead adopt a
spirit of love, care and genuine devotion to the other.
Mahatma Gandhi is credited with saying, “Live as if you
are to die tomorrow; learn as
if you are to live forever.” I
would like to amend that by
saying, “Live as if you are to
live forever, but love as if you

are to die tomorrow.” It is very
likely that some of our fellow
students, our fellow Xavier
family members, are from Nevada and have left their families behind to come here. If
you are one of those students,
do not hesitate to open up
your worries to your friends.
We are all here to comfort
those who need a friend. True
courage comes from the one
willing to be vulnerable. Do
not be afraid; we will overcome this loss together.
For those of us who are

not from Nevada but know
of friends who are: Take
an extra effort to care for
them. Console them and put
yourself in their shoes. Our
friends are there for us in our
moments of desperation, and
now it is time for us to be
there for them. Provide them
the love and kindness they
feel is lacking in the world.
Provide them a spiritual and
emotional shelter, where they
can be safe from their troubles. Buy them lunch, spend
some time with them, what-

p.m. to 2 p.m. leaving the idea
of eating lunch to get lost. I
too find myself skipping meals
when I have to go to work
right after class and then have
a big test to study for after.
All-nighters are common
among students of all ages,
and they happen because work
has to be completed, papers
have to be written and studying has to be done.
This idea extends beyond
physical limits to mental
well-being. We tend to ignore
ourselves when we feel overwhelmed or anxious. This
leads to anxiety attacks, inability to sleep, symptoms of
depression, obsessive compulsive tendencies and a lot more.
However, this is simply the
world that we live in. A world
where it is a continuous rush
of do this and do that, a world
where what you do is never

enough and a world where we
hurt ourselves to further ourselves. While the counter productivity is obvious when it is
directly thought about, it rarely is and therefore, it has become accepted as a part of life.
There are ways to get
things done that don’t involve
skipping meals, staying up all
night or ignoring unhealthy
mental states. These ways
aren’t easy or definitive, but
they can seem so simple that
we think we are already doing
them. We must organize our
lives and be responsible about
that organization. The reason
we end up skipping and cramming is that we spend our time
on our phones, watching television or doing other mindless
activities. The time we waste
with the small and unimportant things in our lives could
be used to start the paper you

would spend all night writing you need sleep, food or a good
or to eat the meal that you healthy cry. So, when your
would’ve skipped. We would chemistry lab is too much, you
be able to do the things that know when you can step out
are necessary
to take a break
for our physi- The reason we end because
you
cal and mental up skipping and can go to your
health.
professor’s ofWrite out a cramming is that fice hours and
rough sched- we spend our time catch up. The
ule of what on
our phones, break is worth
you plan to watching
televi- it if you are redo for the day.
sponsible about
Then
make sion or doing other covering the
sure that you mindless activities. small amount
don’t spend
of work you
the hour that you set out for miss. When you have a time
studying looking through set out to study for those classTwitter. If you are smart es that you have back-to-back,
and diligent about the things you can fit in time to pack a
that you have to do for school meal or a snack.
or work, then you can be reWe do not have to go backsponsible about the amount of ward to go forward. If we can
sleep you get.
be more responsible about
Once you are used to doing these things, we can simply go
this, you can better judge when forward.

Derek Seifert is a
sophomore HAB major
and guest writer for the
Newswire from Lawrenceburg, Ind.

Take responsibility over your schedule

There is a world where taking care of yourself is worthy
of respect. That world is no
longer reflected in ours. Somehow, resting when you need
rest or eating when you are
hungry has become absurd in
a culture of go, go, go. I have
many friends who have classes back-to-back from 11 a.m.
to noon, noon to 1 p.m. and 1

Emily Price is a firstyear psychology major
and staff writer for the
Newswire from Miamisburg, Ohio.
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Men’s U.S. soccer misses Cup bid

Analysis: The men’s national team needs to restructure its roster to compete
BY TIM KRAMER
Staff Writer
On July 1, 2014, the United States Men’s national
team squared off against
Belgium in round 16 of the
2014 World Cup. Even after
a crushing 2-1 defeat in extra
time, the buzz around United
States soccer was at an alltime high. For the past four
years, the growth of soccer in
the U.S. has been exponential.
Many foreign stars have been
coming over seas to play in
Major League Soccer (MLS).
Everything for soccer in
the United States seemed to
be moving in the right direction, with the MLS on course
to become a powerful league
in the future.
Then, the wheels started falling off. Several home
losses in World Cup qualifying matches led to the firing
of head coach Jürgen Klinsmann and, most recently, the
resignation of Bruce Arena.
A detrimental moment to the
United States soccer community occurred when the
national team failed to quali-

tacker in Bobby Wood. With
the U.S. not qualifying for the
2018 World Cup, it has hurt
the growth and development
of the program and has taken four years away from our
young players to show their
skills on a world stage.
United States soccer has
been held back because the
organization seems to care
more about legacy than talent. Players such as Clint
Dempsey, Demarcus Beasley
Photo courtesy of si.com
and Tim Howard have left
8QLWHG6WDWHVPHQ·VVRFFHUKHDGFRDFK%UXFH$UHQD PLGGOH UHVLJQHGIURPKLVGXWLHVODVWZHHN7KHWHDP their mark on soccer in this
VWLOOKDVQRWQDPHGDQHZKHDGFRDFK7KHQDWLRQDOWHDPIDLOHGWRTXDOLI\IRUWKH),)$:RUOG&XS
country, but there are times
fy for the 2018 FIFA World road to Trinidad. This left dollars in funding for soccer when teams need to part ways
Cup, hosted in Russia, with the doors open to countries leagues, player development and clean house with its older
players. It is time for soccer
a loss to Trinidad & Tobago such as Honduras and Pana- and facilities.
in this country to start carlast Tuesday.
It
is
quite
hard
to
believe
ma who were victorious in its
Arena’s squad only needed latest matches. Both countries that in a generation of soccer ing more about winning than
one point to clinch its bid into surpassed the United States players who had all the bene- what players have done in the
this summer’s cup. A win or in points, giving Panama an fits in the world given to them past.
If that can’t happen, the
draw would have guaranteed automatic bid and Honduras a they are unable to find 11 socthe men’s team an invitation chance in a one game playoff cer players that have soccer in U.S. will never make the cruto the World Cup. Going up to qualify for the cup.
their blood. As of right now, cial step toward being an upagainst a far worse oppoThe absence of the United there are only a few bright per-level team. Hopefully, the
nent in Trinidad & Toba- States in the World Cup left spots on the current United recent events have opened the
go, it seemed like there was fans speechless wondering States roster. These include eyes of those who are a part
no doubt the United States what could be wrong with the young star Christian Pu- of U.S. soccer, because they
would find a way to punch its soccer development in a na- lisic, defenders John Brooks don’t owe anything to themticket. Little did anyone know tion with 300 million peo- and Deandre Yedlin accompa- selves; they owe it to the socthe U.S. would fall 2-1 on the ple and more than 1 billion nied by an up and coming at- cer fans of this great country.

Swimming dives into season Libero leads team
BY COLIN COOPER
Staff Writer

solid game against the Friars,
as she recorded a match-high
15 digs.
In the second match of
the weekend against Creighton, Klare provided another
strong performance for the
Musketeers. She put up 11
digs in the match, which was
also the team high for the
game. These numbers moved
the libero to sixth all-time
in Xavier history in digs at
1,347 career digs. Klare leads
the Big East in digs, averaging 4.10 per set last week
alone. She also ranks 38th nationally in the category with
386 digs on the season.
The team looks to bounce
back in conference play this
upcoming week with matches
at Marquette on Friday (1020) and DePaul on Saturday
(10-21).

Despite a recent losing
streak, Xavier women’s volleyball has been experiencing
recent success from two upperclassmen. Junior outside
hitter Laura Grossman and
redshirt junior libero Meredith Klare have both been
strong performers for the
squad this season.
In a match against Providence this past Friday night
(10-13), Grossman played
arguably her best match of
the season. She recorded a
career-high in kills at 20. In
addition to this being her ca3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI'DYLG:HLJHO
reer-high, it also is the most
%HFFD7LWWHUWRQ DERYH ZDVDPHPEHURIWKHPHGOH\UHOD\WHDPWKDWZRQÀUVWSODFHDW,QGLDQD6WDWHODVW kills recorded by a Xavier
ZHHNHQG$QRWKHUPHPEHURIWKHUHOD\WHDP(PLO\&RQQHUVZDVQDPHGWKH%LJ(DVW6ZLPPHURIWKH:HHN
player this season. This is
Grossman’s fourth time this
BY JACK DUNN
Hernandez who won the ner also won the 100 fly with season having a game with 10
Staff Writer
100 and 200 free; freshman a time of 55.2. Freshman or more kills. Klare also had a
The Xavier men and wom- Noah Coomler who swept the Emma Kauffeld claimed the
en’s team defeated the de- freestyle sprints, claiming a 500 free, winning with a time
fending NAIA champs Olivet personal best in the 50 with of 5:05.29.
Nazarene at Indiana State on a time of 21.76; and senior
“I think the team was able
Oct. 14. The women’s team Alex Wolfred, who claimed to perform very well,” Condid fall to the host, Indiana the distance events, winning ners said on the win against
State, who only fields a wom- the 500 free and the 1000 free. ONU. “We used this meet as
en’s team. The Musketeers
“The team performed ex- a training opportunity to get
finished first in 19 events tremely well at ISU,” Dyer stronger and more mentalduring the meet.
said, “though in most races ly tough…Going forward, I
The men’s team swept ev- we only had our teammates think we are sitting in a great
ery event in the meet. The for competition, the intensity position for our bigger meets
200 medley relay team con- was still high and that trans- coming up.”
sisting of freshman Alex lated into our races.”
Connors was named the
Sironen, junior Matthew
The women’s team also Big East Swimmer of the
Dyer, sophomore Brando Ab- opened up the meet with a Week after capturing three
boud and junior Sam Johanns victory, winning the 200 med- wins over the weekend. She
opened up the meet strong ley relay. The relay team was has amassed a total of six
with a victory with a time of made up of senior Paxtyn wins through the first two
1:33.92. Dyer would go on to Drew, junior Becca Titterton, meets of the season.
claim three individual wins junior Caroline Gaertner and
The Musketeers look to
including the 100 breast, sophomore Emily Conners. continue its strong start at
200 breast and the 200 IM. She also won both the 50 free their only home meet on Oct.
Photo courtesy of Cincy Rooted
Other multiple event win- with a time of 23.82 and the 19 against Cleveland State at Redshirt junior Meredith Klare now leads the Big East Conference in
ners included: junior Enrique 100 free with a 51.98. Gaert- O’Connor Sports Center.
digs after Xavier’s weekend matches against Providence and Creighton.
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A look at the 2017-18 NBA season
The Warriors hope to repeat as NBA champions in the West, East wide open

BY DONNIE MENKE
Staff Writer

The NBA season kicked
off last night after one of the
wildest off seasons in which
nearly 25 percent of NBA
players changed rosters.
Here’s a look at how the
top teams are looking.
Boston Celtics: The Celtics took the next logical step
after a Conference Finals appearance and blew up the roster. This team is drastically
different from last years but
watch out once they gel. Kyrie
Irving and Gordon Hayward,
both all-stars last season,
should form one of the better duos in the NBA as long
as Hayward can return from
a fractured ankle he sustained
in last night’s contest.
Cleveland Cavaliers: They
still have LeBron—for now—
so this team is a lock for the
Eastern Conference Finals. If
Isaiah Thomas can get healthy,
this squad is better equipped
than last year to compete with
Golden State. However, watch
this team during trade season
as it tries to compete with the
Warrior’s roster moves.
Denver Nuggets: An uncertain point guard situation
keeps the Nuggets from being

a top team, but big man Nikola Jokic will keep the offense
on track anyway. Look for
them to challenge for the No.
5 seed in the West.
Golden State Warriors:
One of the best teams ever
got better. The addition of
Jordan Bell in the draft, plus
Nick Young and Omri Casspi
in free agency, make this team
scarier and more dangerous.
It would take a major upset
for them to not win the title
again.
Houston Rockets: The addition of Chris Paul will take
pressure off James Harden,
but can this team challenge
the Warriors? It’s a top team,
but how far can it go? It has
the talent to make a deep run
most years, but in a loaded
Western Conference they may
not even make the conference
finals.
Milwaukee Bucks: Giannis Antetokounmpo means
a near-automatic berth, but
this team is poised to take
the next step with a healthy
squad. “The Greek Freak”
plus a healthy supporting cast
could sneak into the Eastern
Conference Finals with a few
breaks.
Minnesota
Timber-

Photo courtesy of sportingnews.com

Steph Curry (left), Kevin Durant (middle), and Klay Thompson (right) and the Golden State Warriors look to win
a stacked and resurgent Western Conference. They also look to defend their 2017 NBA championship title.

wolves: Is this the year potential turns into production?
The Wolves should make the
playoffs, regardless, with additions of Jimmy Butler and
Jeff Teague, but they could be
a strong contender if Andrew
Wiggins and Karl Anthony
up their defensive game.
Oklahoma City Thunder:
After acquiring two all-stars,
the Thunder are an elite team.
Look for it to be one of the
few to challenge Golden State.
Paul George and Carmelo Anthony will take a lot of pres-

sure off Russell Westbrook
and could help seriously challenge the Warriors.
San
Antonio
Spurs:
They’ll get 50 wins, because
they’re the Spurs, and could
be a title contender. Injuries
could limit their ceiling, but
young talent plus a top defense could carry them farther
than most teams this season.
Toronto Raptors: Has
this team reached its ceiling,
or is there another gear? This
season will provide many answers about the Raptors fu-

ture. Rookie OG Anunoby
could push this team to the
next level and back onto the
list of top teams.
Washington
Wizards:
Can they legitimately challenge for the East? That’s unlikely this year, but they could
if a couple things break their
way. A thin bench means injuries could quickly derail them,
but if they stay healthy the
Wizards have a strong starting lineup featuring point
guard John Wall and could
make some noise.

MLB teams fall victim to finicky division playoffs
Analysis: The Nationals are the latest D.C. squad to struggle in postseason

Photo courtesy of upi.com

Bryce Harper and the Washington Nationals failed to reach the National League Championship Series (NLCS) after losing in Game 5 to the
Chicago Cubs last week. This continues a trend of sports teams in the Washington, D.C., area struggling to advance in early postseason action.

BY PAUL FRITSCHNER
Staff Writer
Finicky: Adj. - Requiring
much care, precision or attentive effort.
Merriam-Webster
lists
those seven words as the definition of finicky, an adjective
that is synonymous with the
Major League Baseball playoffs.
You see, there is a reason
baseball is the national pastime. It’s played nearly every
day for months during the
summer, and it works around
your availability. It gives fans
the chance to decide how much
they want to invest into the
162-game grind. Watch every
game? Go right ahead. Watch
a few innings here and there
and check the standings? All

yours. Go to the games, socialize, have a drink, and enjoy a
nice, warm summer evening?
Go for it.
The duration of the season
leaves both players and fans
open to a rollercoaster ride.
You probably don’t remember every game like you can
from an NFL schedule. What
you remember most, and what
the players’ legacies are frequently built on is their performance during the month
of October.
This brings us to the debacle of the Division Series
games for two franchises in
particular. The Cleveland Indians, likely one rain delay
away from a World Series title
just one year ago, rattled off
one of their best regular sea-

sons in franchise history. From
late August through the middle of September, they won 22
straight games. 22. That just,
well, doesn’t happen. In baseball, if you win six or seven
in a row that’s a newsworthy
item. At 10, cities really take
notice. 22? Come on.
That’s all fine and dandy, but as the Chicago Bulls
used to say, “It doesn’t mean a
thing without the ring.” Enter
October. The Indians squared
off against baseball’s most
historic and successful franchise, the New York Yankees.
A team with 27 of those rings,
the Yankees found themselves
down two games to none in a
best-of-five series to those Indians.
With the series moving

back to New York for Game
3, a fan tweeted at the Indians’ second baseman Jose
Ramirez and said, “Hahaha
you’re about to take a fat L”
to which Ramirez responded,
“We’re 3-0 at Yankee Stadium
this year cupcake.”
Baseball happened, and the
Yankees won the next three
games to win the series, eliminate a World Series contender
and wash that incredible regular season from the minds of
many baseball fans.
Then there’s the Washington Nationals, a team representing a city that has not
seen one of its major professional sports teams win at
least a conference semifinal
since 1998 (the only city with
a longer drought with more

than one team? Cincinnati
from 1995).
The Nationals have won
the NL East four times in the
past six seasons. Yet every
NLDS has seen heartbreak in
one form or another.
This year, after winning
four out of the seven games
against the Chicago Cubs
in the regular season, the
Nats fell to the Cubs in a
gut-wrenching Game 5 that
saw some sloppy play, questionable calls and a lot of runs.
Yet, the Nats were on the
losing end of the 9-8 affair,
and the perennial World Series contenders were left yet
again with a longer winter
than expected.
In baseball, unlike in other
professional sports, the best
team might not always win.
In the NBA, by the end of
the best-of-seven series, the
dominant team is fairly obvious.
In the NHL, it’s a little
more of a crapshoot, but the
same general idea applies.
In the NFL, it’s only one
game, but there’s usually
a sense that the best team
emerged.
Then there’s the baseball
playoffs, where once you get
in, you feel like it’s anyone’s
game and any of the teams
can win the World Series.
Those baseball playoffs…
they’re just so finicky.
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Miley Cyrus returns
to her Younger roots

Former VMA twerker makes a dramatic shift
back to her Nashville beginnings in new album

the album with even a little Bangerz-like feel to them.
“Bad Mood” is all of us every
Miley Cyrus, the artist
Monday morning as Cyrus
widely known by millennials
sings “I always wake up in a
as both Hannah Montana and
bad mood,” and it’s probably
the woman who twerked with
the best song on the album
a foam finger at the VMAs
that wasn’t released as a sinin 2015, seems to have found
gle beforehand.
the best of both worlds in her
Cyrus juxtaposes interestrecent album release, Younger
ing opposites in “Love SomeNow.
one” and “She’s
Her first fullNot Him.” “Love
length project since
Someone” is a
Miley Cyrus & Her
scathing rejecDead Petz was retion: “Be a cold
leased for free on
day in hell before
SoundCloud in 2015.
I’d ever be your
Younger Now clearly
wife.” “She’s Not
demonstrates Cyrus’
Him” is also a
return to her Nashrejection but a
ville country roots
much less vicious
while
maintainone, and along
ing her stake in the
with
denying
realm of pop. It’s
a lover, it also
a far cry from her
questions
the
wade into hip-hop in
heteronormative
Bangerz (2013), and
binary since the
as a result, Cyrus
lover she’s rehas faced criticism
jecting is a “she.”
of culturally approCyrus closes
priating hip-hop and
out the album
then subsequently
Photo courtesy of people.com with “Inspired,”
discarding that cul-Cyrus debuts her new album, Younger Now, with a return to her her tribute to the
ture when it was nocountry sound, but with her own spunky Miley twist.
2016 Democratic
longer useful to her.
Presidential nominee, Hillary
That said, Cyrus’ voice is godmother, Dolly Parton, Clinton. The song starts out
clearly more suited for a coun- made for her. It’s definite- singing about bees and trees
try-pop aesthetic, and Younger ly the most adorable use of and ends with the existential
Now is clear proof of this.
voicemail-like recording on a question: “Is anyone watching
The new album opens with song, and Parton’s harmonies us down here?” Lyrically, it’s a
the titular track that was re- throughout the track make it far cry from the best song on
leased as a single on Aug. 18. one worth listening to.
the album, and as a song overIn the song, Cyrus croons
What follows is a series of all, it’s not much better.
about waking from a dream in love songs in “Week Without
If you Google reviews for
a reference to her literal trans- You,” “Miss You So Much” Younger Now, you won’t find
formation from the Miley who and “I Would Die For You.” much of anything positive.
swung naked on a wrecking All are twangy with some Overall, it’s being regarded
ball to a Miley more in touch good rhythms but some ques- as “uninspired.” Personalwith her country roots.
tionable quality lyrics, such ly, though, I like it. It’s chill
Immediately
following as “When you look up at a and kind of country but also
“Younger Now,” the album’s rainbow, do you ever wonder not, and as someone who adother single, “Malibu,” takes what’s really waiting at the mittedly doesn’t know much
listeners into Cyrus’ rekindled end?”
about the mechanics of music,
relationship with again-fiancé
“Thinkin” and “Bad Mood” it’s just kind of nice to listen
Liam Hemsworth.
are the only two tracks on to.

BY JESSICA GRIGGS
Editor-In-Cheif

Photo courtesy of thesource.com

Selena Quintanilla is a Grammy-winning, singing Icon. She is widely
credited with the popularization of Spanish music in American pop.

BY SYDNEY SANDERS
Head Photo Editor
Selena Quintanilla was celebrated on Oct. 17 in honor
of the anniversary of her first
studio album release, Selena,
in 1989. The late singer is
remembered today as a Latina legacy and a pop culture
icon. Celebrating her Mexican-American culture, Selena
is often called the “Queen of
Tejano,” for her Texan-Mexican music style. Selena was
born in America to parents
of Mexican and Native American heritage. Her cultural
diversity was new and exciting during the ‘90s before her
death at the age of 23.
Selena is known most for
her singing, but she was also
a songwriter, spokesperson,
model, actress and fashion designer. She is often considered
one of the most celebrated
entertainers of the ‘90s and
still deemed a prominent Latina influence today.
In honor of Selena’s success, Google released its first
Google Doodle as a tribute
to the pop star. The search
engine created a Google logo
and a video to praise Selena.
The animated video included
her biggest single, “Bidi Bidi
Bom Bom,” and was a collab-

oration between Google and
Selena’s family. The story that
the Doodle told about Selena’s
life was as accurate as possible. From the hoop earrings,
red nail polish, long black hair
and red microphone, Selena’s
signature look and presence
are iconic.
Being a woman of Mexican decent, Selena faced many
adversities. The societal constraints of living in a predominantly White town in Texas
did not hold Selena back,
however, and she remains a
role model for minority women and men today. Selena was
a powerful woman who transcended boundaries, so her
feature on Google was a powerful symbol for the celebration of diversity.
Throughout her career,
Selena released four albums
of Tejano music. After her
tragic and sudden death, her
fifth album, Dreaming of You,
was released posthumously
and managed to make it to
No.1 on the Billboard 200 in
1995. She was later portrayed
by Jennifer Lopez in a 1997
film, “Selena,” that chronicles
the life and murder of the
super star. People across the
world continue to commemorate the success and symbolism of Selena Quintanilla.

The Three Musketeers:

Both “Younger Now” and
“Malibu” were released as
singles before the album, and
opening with these songs
gives the listener a familiar
start while making abundantly clear that nobody’s perfect
and Cyrus has changed ways.
“Rainbowland” begins with
what sounds like a cassette
recording that Cyrus’ “fairy”

Now Playing:

Q: I have a crush on this person and I’m
pretty sure they have no idea I exist.
Please help me.

Athos:

Porthos:

Aramis:

I would just admire from afar.
The caf is where I would
spend my time to casually run
into them and play out pretend scenarios about our future life together. I would also
enlist a friend to follow them
for me so I could have access
to all their social media.

The first thing I would do is
follow them on instagram.
You definitely want to establish name/face recognition. If
all else fails, go for the inebriated DM (although this method has not proven too sucessful in the past).

I would search out mutual
friends through social media.
Once the link has been established, I would politely ask
them to pass my number or
snapchat along to the person
of interest and hope for the
best.

Photo courtesy of iTunes.com

“Bidi Bidi Bom Bom”
x Selena
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A beginner’s
guide to vlogs
Jess & Gabriel
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Student Art Corner:
YouTuber RohanTV

(lifestyle)A young married couple

who met online from opposite sides of the world: She’s from
Australia, and he’s from the U.S. They produce videos that
promote a positive and Christian lifestyle. They also make
music and are currently touring their second EP.

Jaclyn Forbes

Photo courtesy of youtube.com

We sat down with a Xavier YouTuber to get a
This 19-year-old Canadian has been
behind the scenes of his channel
(makeup) glance
making videos for about two years now.
How did you get started wards one daily video a week. like young girls— like eighth

The main focus of her videos is makeup tutorials , but she also
does Lush demos and vegan recipies.

Jake Paul (daily vlogs)

You might know him from Vine, where he originally gained
fame. He now films his daily life... literally every part of his
day. His channel alone has 11.3 million followers.

Koshy
(comedy) Liza
This YouTuber also got her start

through Vine. She now has two channels to appeal to her wide
fan base of a combined 17 million subscribers. Koshy has several characters that she features in her videos .

Casey Neistat

(vlogs)

A highschool dropout and former aspiring
filmmaker, Neistat is one of the founders
of vlogging. He now travels all over the world to film videos
and enjoys a permanent seat in the YouTube hall of fame.

Photos courtesy of youtube.com

in YouTube?
Me and my friends we
started, he hit me up one day
and said, “hey, do you wanna
do a YouTube channel?” So
I started helping them and
over the course of like 3 or 4
months, we racked up about
500,000 subscribers. Then I
made my channel at the beginning of summer, and then
we began filming, and it just
took off. Now they’re at like
a million (subscribers). They
just came up last weekend to
film.
I always watched YouTube
growing up, so I’ve always had
a great interest. I have always
watched people like Jake Paul,
Logan Paul, Boosie Tube for
inspiration and just for entertainment. So I was always in
the YouTube community, so it
was easy for me to pick up a
camera and just start talking
to it.
How many followers do
you have right now?
I have 130,000 followers.
As your followers have
started to grow, have you
felt increasing pressure?
Not so much pressure, but
I want to be able to do more
things because now that there
are more people watching
me, I want to make sure I can
compete with the top guys.
There’s definitely pressure
in terms of making sure I’m
not boring and keeping my
analytics up— just in terms
of keeping my fans with what
they want to see.

How would you describe
your content?
I would probably say comedy, and then I want to get
more into the lifestyle videos.
But I try to upload things
that can go viral, so its not
really just my daily life— it’s
more like things that can have
a catchy title or interesting
thumbnail— things that can
get really big.
I think when I hit 200,000
followers, I might go more to-

Do you have a process
when making videos?
For some videos, I put in
a lot of time with my other
friend’s channel and so for like
some pranks that we do we
have to sit down and figure
out like who we have to prank,
what we have to say. When
you do pranks they take up a
lot of time, and you can end
up wasting massive amounts
of time if you mess up. So
with pranks we take our time,
but vlogs just we kind of just
go with it and think of stuff
off the top of our head.
How much time do you
think you spend editing
your videos?
Anywhere from two-three
hours to six-eight hours.
Sometimes I film two videos on the weekend, and I’ll
be editing for 10 to 12 hours
throughout the week. And it
just depends on the video, like
if it’s just a little prank it will
take an hour— but if its like like this video I have coming
out on Friday, it probably took
like 10 hours— just because I
added so many things. It just
depends.
That’s part of the thing
that makes a YouTuber, I
think. Part of it is like yeah,
you can get in front of the
camera and do whatever you
want to do, but you also have
to be able to edit and make and
add things that make it funny.
I started editing— I had
Adobe Premiere Pro at my
high school, so I would just
go into the computer lab and
Google ways to edit, and then
I would just learn off YouTube how to edit. And just
over time I’ve just gained so
much knowledge. I use the
media lab’s camera (at Xavier)
because it’s really, really good.
Do you have any crazy
fans?
Yes! If you go on my Instagram and you go to the pictures tagged of me, we have
a lot of fan pages and just

grade, ninth grade. It’s funny
now because my friends will
go on the explore page on
Instagram, and they will see
pictures and videos of me and
on there and be like “what is
this?” It’s funny. And it’s still
kind of new to all my friends
that me and my friends are
this big, so when they see this
they’re like “what the heck.”

Do your fans contact
you?
They comment on my pictures— I’m cool with it. I
know there is one fan who
is like a day-one fan, before
when we were even big. Before we even blew up she was
always showing so much love,
and I actually had a 150-Snapchat streak with her. We’ve
always done that because me
and my two friends, we were
in the same position as a lot of
these kids, looking up to people. So we always try to make
sure, like, our Snapchats are
all open. Anyone can send us
stuff.
Do you have anything
you want to tell the readers?
The one thing that motivated us, right when they
started their channel— they
had about 1,000 subscribers,
and we went to a high school
football game. We tried to
get people to get into our
YouTube video because we
thought we were cool with
1,000 subscribers and we were
trying to get people to be at
the end of our video and some
kids told us ‘you’re not even
really YouTubers, go home’
and we kind of took that and
started putting in so much
more effort and within two to
three weeks they had 100,000
subscribers on that channel
and now they have a million
on their channel and I have almost 150,000. So I would say
to my viewers, if someone is
ever giving you adversity, use
it as motivation. Most of the
time, if you use it as motivation you’ll go big.
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The Alternative Parents’ Weekend
For Your Crazy Family
Written by Hannah Paige Michels

Maybe you’ve outgrown Family Weekend or maybe you want to step
away from the schedule of planned activities on campus. Show your
family what it’s really like to live in the Queen City with activities for an
alternative Family Weekend.

FRIDAY

5 - 9 p.m. Art After Dark: Flower Power at the Cincinnati Art Museum
Experience the pairing of fresh flowers with the museum’s permanent art collection for your perusal. The event and parking is free with live music, specialty cocktails, and food for purchase. Costumes inspired by the 60s and 70s are
encouraged.

SATURDAY

10 a.m. - 4 p.m. City Flea in Washington Park
Head on over to OTR to check out the monthly outdoor flea market. Vendors
sell everything ranging from local art to vintage clothes to handmade soaps.
Food trucks also line the perimeter of the park so you can give your family a
taste of Cincinnati.
Noon - 5 p.m. HallZOOween at the Cincinnati Zoo
Cincinnati has one of the best zoos in the country, and this event is perfect for
those with a few youngsters in the family. With trick-or-treating and an illusion show, you and your family can experience a kid-friendly, spooky Halloween
right here at the Cincinnati Zoo.

SUNDAY

Noon - 6 p.m. Art on Vine in Washington Park
Anyone who has explored Cincinnati knows that Washington Park is a hotspot
for events. Check out more than 75 local artists displaying and selling their
creations and handmade goods.

MISCELLANEOUS

Dad Joke of the Week
What did one ocean say to the other? Nice to
sea ya!

Skyline Chili (290 Ludlow Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45220)
Grab a late-night bowl of Cincinnati’s most famous dish at this classic location
in Clifton. Located in a vibrant and retro part of town, you can show your family what all the fuss is about with some good ol’ Skyline Chili.
Terry’s Turf Club
Grab a bite to eat at a classic Cincy burger joint. Throw your peanut shells
right on the floor as you talk to your family under the glow of neon signs covering the inside of this quirky spot. Plus, enjoy a killer meal.
Holtman’s Donuts
While you’re adventuring down in OTR, why not grab one of Cincy’s most
coveted foods? Holtman’s donuts are made from scratch, come in a variety of
flavors and are a Cincinnati food staple.

Aries: You can’t wait to hug your parents, tell them you love them and make
them buy you food and clothes.

Libra: Those $5 for a raffle ticket were
so worth it, you won the big cash prize!
(Almost) Free money!!

Taurus: You will eat one subpar pizza

Scorpio: The ultimate perk of Family

from the Pizza ATM this weekend because your family wanted to try it.

Gemini: You don’t really understand
why it’s called Muskie Madness. Why
are the Musketeers so mad?

Weekend: using your parents as an excuse to get out of social activities.

Sagittarius: You will realize this
weekend that you miss your family
more than you think.

Cancer: Bingo! You will have the best

Capricorn: Turns out you’re not as
tall as you think in comparison to those
Xavier basketball players.

Leo: You are frantically trying to clean

Aquarius: You cannot wait to introduce your family to the strange delicacy that is Cincinnati chili.

Virgo: You will get the best seats in the

Pisces: You will win in a fight against
another family for the last Family Weekend blanket.

bingo card for family bingo.

up your room before Family Weekend.

house for Muskie Madness without having to line up ridiculously early.

